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have got us all into this mess. It is time we put an end to
them. It is time, that is to say, that we made our voices
heard ... we moderate people who read or write books,
visit picture galleries, listen to concerts, weave things on
handlooms, make chairs by hand . . . and work on our
land. . . , We who are the backbone of our countries,
asking nothing of them and giving unceasingly. There is
not one of us who wants anyone murdered either wholesale
or as individuals; there is not one of us who is not willing to
learn of our handicrafts, arts, and cultivations from the
peoples of all the other agglomerations along the Route.
And we are the people who survive, who shall come out of
the gas-filled cellars and start again on the weary task of
rebuilding our civilizations . . . we who have never yet
seen any civilization at all. . . . You doubt that we are
the people who shall survive the desolation that those dis-
gusting fellows are bringing to pass for all of us. ... Ah!
§
There is a surprising note to the map showing the Self-
Sufficiency and Part-Time farms of the United States—in the
publication of the 1930 Census that I have already quoted
with so much enthusiasm. It runs :
"The Self-Sufficing farms noted in New Mexico and in South-
western and North-Western South Dakota are Indian farms."
You would say that it is not very impressive that Indians
should be found sufficiency-farming in distant spots. But they
will be found all over the country. I was looking this morning
by accident at a magazine article on North Carolina. It
included a photograph of two charmingly smiling young
creatures, with admirable young figures, in bathing dresses,
with intelligent Anglo-Saxon—no, too intelligent for Anglo-
Saxon, features. They were smiling before plunging into
their own river—because they were of the landowning
class. . . .
Well, they were Cherokees on their own reservation, the
children of self-sufficiency farmers. I do not want to ram the
moral home by saying that they are our writing on the wall.

